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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON'S CIO-IN-RESIDENCE 
BRINGS REAL-LIFE EXPERIENCE TO CLASSROOM 
DAYTON, Ohio- In MIS and decision sciences, computers and technology have almost 
always been problem-solving tools. Now, with the help of <;lO-in-residence Steve Hall, the 
University of Dayton's MIS and decision sciences department is exploring new ways to use 
technology as a teaching tool as well. 
Before coming to UD for the 1998-99 academic year, Hall spent 13 years as chief 
information officer for Miami Valley Hospital and Premier Health Partners. Before that, he 
spent 14 years with Monsanto Research Corp. in Miamisburg, which hired him out of college to 
use computers to automate the manufacturing and engineering functions of the company. 
Eventually, those functions evolved into the field that would become known as MIS, and in his 
tenure there, he managed almost every aspect of it. 
Hall, whose academic background is in industrial engineering and computer and 
information sc_ience, has been on the MIS and decision sciences advisory board for the 
department since 1985 and has been integral in keeping UD's program on the cusp of industry 
standards. 
"We owe it to the faculty and we owe it to the students to maximize the learning 
experience here," Hall said, adding that the department has been aggressive in its efforts to 
understand what the industry demands in graduates. 
"The curriculum here turns out excellent, top-quality students," he said. "The top 
companies recruit here. It's only smart that we know what our customers want." 
- Besides contributing to the administration of the program, Hall also has brought his 
experience into the classes he teaches. 
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Experience, he maintained, can be an important variable in decision making, and Hall 
readily shares with students a story from his early career, when he was fresh out of UD's 
engineering management program. Concerned about what he saw as potentially risky, imp.ulsive, 
"seat-of-the-pants" decisions coming from executives at his company, Hall asked his boss how 
he could make such crucial decisions on a whim. 
"The executive's reply was, 'It may look like I'm making decisions by the seat of my 
pants, but believe me, I'm not. What you don't see is the 30' years of experience and the lessons 
learned that I've factored into those decisions,"' Hall said. 
He's found that in the classroom, being an "outsider" to academia has worked in his 
favor. 
"The challenge of the academic world is helping the students understand the relevance 
of what they're learning," Hall said. "Sometimes an outside perspective can bring a degree of 
credibility. Why not leverage that perspective to help them understand the relevance?" 
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For media interviews, contact Steve Hall, a resident of Springboro, at (937) 229-3292 . 
